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Abstract: In this article, we investigate limitations of importing methods based on algorithmic
information theory from monoplex networks into multidimensional networks (such as multilayer networks) that have a large number of extra dimensions (i.e., aspects). In the worst-case scenario, it has
been previously shown that node-aligned multidimensional networks with non-uniform multidimensional spaces can display exponentially larger algorithmic information (or lossless compressibility)
distortions with respect to their isomorphic monoplex networks, so that these distortions grow at
least linearly with the number of extra dimensions. In the present article, we demonstrate that
node-unaligned multidimensional networks, either with uniform or non-uniform multidimensional
spaces, can also display exponentially larger algorithmic information distortions with respect to
their isomorphic monoplex networks. However, unlike the node-aligned non-uniform case studied
in previous work, these distortions in the node-unaligned case grow at least exponentially with
the number of extra dimensions. On the other hand, for node-aligned multidimensional networks
with uniform multidimensional spaces, we demonstrate that any distortion can only grow up to a
logarithmic order of the number of extra dimensions. Thus, these results establish that isomorphisms
between finite multidimensional networks and finite monoplex networks do not preserve algorithmic
information in general and highlight that the algorithmic information of the multidimensional space
itself needs to be taken into account in multidimensional network complexity analysis.
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1. Introduction
For multidimensional spaces that are sufficiently large and non-uniform, previous
work has shown that there are distortions in the general case when comparing the irreducible information content (or lossless compressibility) of a node-aligned multidimensional
network with the irreducible information content of its isomorphic monoplex network
[1]. Therefore, this basically implies that currently existing methods that are based on
algorithmic information theory (AIT) applied to monoplex networks (or graphs) cannot be
straightforwardly imported into the multidimensional case without a proper evaluation of
the algorithmic information distortions that might be present.
AIT has been playing an important role in the investigation of network complexity [2–
4]. For example, it presented contributions to the challenge of causality discovery in
network modeling [5], network summarization [6,7], automorphism group size [8], network

∗ This paper is an extended version of a previous conference paper [1], whose results correspond to the node-aligned non-uniform case presented in
Section 3.
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topological properties [8,9], the principle of maximum entropy and network topology
reprogrammability [10], and the reducibility problem of multiplex networks [11]. As the
study of multidimensional networks, such as multilayer networks and dynamic multilayer
networks, become one of the central topics in network science, further exploration of
algorithmic information distortions also become relevant. In this sense, this article extends
the work in [1] and presents a theoretical analysis of algorithmic information distortions in
node-unaligned multidimensional networks that may have either uniform or non-uniform
multidimensional spaces. Thus, our mathematical results explore the possible combinations
of node alignment and uniformity that can generate algorithmic information distortions
and establish worst-case error margins for these distortions in multidimensional network
complexity analyses. In addition, it shows the importance of multidimensional network
encodings into which the necessary information for determining the multidimensional
space itself is also embedded.
By combining both the previous results from [1] and the new ones from Section 5 in
this article, we demonstrate in our final Theorem 18 that node-unaligned multidimensional
networks (with either uniform or non-uniform multidimensional spaces) can also display
worst-case algorithmic information distortions with respect to their respective isomorphic
monoplex networks. However, unlike the node-aligned non-uniform case studied in
[1] (in which the worst-case distortions were shown to grow at least linearly with the
number of extra node dimensions), we demonstrate that the worst-case distortions in
the node-unaligned case can grow at least exponentially with the number of extra node
dimensions. In addition, we demonstrate that both the node-unaligned cases and the one
studied in [1] contrast with the algorithmic information distortions displayed by nodealigned multidimensional networks with uniform multidimensional spaces. In this latter
case, any algorithmic information distortion can only grow up to a logarithmic order of
the number of extra node dimensions. Therefore, the node-aligned uniform case is the
one in which the algorithmic information content of any multidimensional network and
the algorithmic information content of its isomorphic monoplex network are proved to be
much less distorted as the number of node dimensions increases.
It is important to remark that the results in the present article hold independently of
the choice of the encoding method or the universal programming language. This is because,
given any two distinct encoding methods or any two distinct universal programming
languages, the algorithmic complexity of an object represented in one way or the other can
only differ by a constant whose value only depends on the choice of encoding methods
or universal programming languages, but not on the choice of the object [12–15]. That
is, algorithmic complexity is pairwise invariant for any two arbitrarily chosen encodings.
Thus, although only dealing with pairs of isomorphic objects in addition to such an
encoding invariance, some may deem the existence of the distortion phenomena shown
in the present work as counter-intuitive at first glance because we will see later on in
Corollaries 7 and 17 that algorithmic information distortions can in fact result from only
changing the multidimensional spaces into which isomorphic copies of the objects are
embedded.
The remainder article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall necessary
concepts, definitions, and results from the literature. In Section 3, we present the previous
results achieved in [1], which correspond to the node-aligned non-uniform case. In Section
4, we study basic properties of encoded node-unaligned multidimensional networks. In
Section 5, we demonstrate the mathematical results. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. Background
2.1. Multidimensional networks and multiaspect graphs
We directly base our notation regarding classical graphs on [16–18] and regarding
multiaspect graphs (MAGs) on [19,20]. In order to avoid ambiguities, minor differences in the notation from [19,20] will be introduced here. In particular, the notation
of MAG H = ( A, E) is replaced with G = (A , E ), where the list A of aspects is re-
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placed with A and the composite edge set E is replaced with E . This way, note that
A = (A (G )[1], . . . , A (G )[i ], . . . , A (G )[ p]) is a list of sets, where each set in this list is an
aspect (or node dimension1 [21]) denoted by A (G )[i ].
The companion tuple of a MAG G becomes then denoted by τ (G ) [20], where
τ (G ) = (|A (G )[1]|, . . . , |A (G )[ p]|)
and p is called the order of the MAG. As established in [20], it is important to note that the
companion tuple completely determines the size of the node-aligned set
p

V(G ) =

×A (G )[i]
i =1

of all composite vertices v = ( a1 , . . . , a p ) of G , and as a direct consequence also determines
the size of the set
E(G ) = V(G )
V(G )

×

of all possible composite edges e = (( a1 , . . . , a p ), (b1 , . . . , b p )) of G . This way, for every nodealigned MAG G , one has E (G ) ⊆ E(G ). One may adopt the convention of calling the
elements of the first aspect of a MAG as vertices (i.e, the mathematical representations of
the nodes of the network), so that A (G )[1] = V (G ). As we will explore in more depth
in Section 4, note that the node alignment property is said to hold for a multidimensional
network iff every node belongs to (or is ascribed to) every possible permutation of node
dimensions’ elements. In the case of multidimensional networks represented by MAGs G
where the convention of a vertex v ∈ A (G )[1] representing a node holds, a node-aligned
p
MAG formally means that, for every particular permutation α ∈ i=2 A (G )[i ] of elements
in each aspect A (G )[i ], where i ≥ 2, and for every vertex v ∈ A (G )[1], one has that v is
p
paired with α (which in turn is equivalent to the above definition of V(G ) = i=1 A (G )[i ]
and E(G ) = V(G ) V(G ) ).
We denote an undirected MAG without self-loops by Gc = (A , E ), so that the set Ec of
all possible undirected and non-self-loop composite edges is defined by

×

×

×

Ec (Gc ) := {{u, v} | u, v ∈ V(Gc )}
and E (Gc ) ⊆ Ec (Gc ) always holds. In a direct analogy to simple graphs, we refer to these
MAGs Gc as simple MAGs.
Regarding graphs, we follow the common notation and nomenclature [16,18,22]: we
denote a general (directed or undirected) graph by G = (V, E), where V is the finite set of
vertices and E ⊆ V × V; if a graph only contains undirected edges and does not contain
self-loops, then it is called a simple graph. A graph G is (vertex-)labeled when the members
of V are distinguished from one another by labels such as v1 , v2 , . . . , v|V | . If a simple graph
is labeled this way by natural numbers, i.e., V = {1, . . . , n} with n ∈ N, then it is called a
classical graph.
In a direct analogy to classical graphs, if a simple MAG Gc is (composite-vertex)labeled with natural numbers (i.e., for every i ≤ p, A (G )[i ] = {1, . . . , |A (G )[i ]|} ⊂ N),
then we say that Gc is a classical MAG. For the present purposes of this article, all graphs
G will be classical graphs and all MAGs will be simple MAGs (whether node-aligned or
node-unaligned). Also note that a classical graph G is a first-order (i.e., p = 1) classical
MAG Gc with V ( G ) = V(Gc ) = {1, . . . , |V(Gc )|}; and, thus, the term ‘vertex’ shall not be
confused with term ‘composite vertex’, since they refer to same entity only in the case of
first-order MAGs.
We refer to the discrete multidimensional space of a MAG as the discrete cartesian
p
product i=2 A (G )[i ] into which the nodes of the network are embedded. Thus, for

×

1

In this article one can employ the terms “aspect” or “node dimension” interchangeably.
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classical MAGs, note that the companion tuple completely determines the discrete multidip
mensional space of the MAGs; and in this particular case the set i=2 A (G )[i ] then becomes
a finite discrete space of ( p − 1)-tuples of natural numbers. Later on in Section 4, we will
explore other extended forms of the companion tuple in order to deal with node-unaligned
MAGs. With the purpose of avoiding confusion, node-unaligned MAGs will be denoted by
Gua and we stick with notation G for node-aligned MAGs only.
In the particular case A (G )[i ] = A (G )[ j] holds for every i, j ≤ p, we say the multidimensional space of the MAG is uniform.
Also note that the number of node dimensions of a multidimensional network that
is mathematically represented by a MAG is given by the value p, i.e., the order of the
MAG. Thus, arbitrarily large multidimensional spaces formally refers to arbitrarily large
values of p. Unlike for example in [23,24], in which multidimensional networks refers
basically to multiplex networks [25–27], we adopt the convention of defining a general
multidimensional network as a network that has at least one extra node dimension—this node
dimension being for example a set of time instants or a set of layers. As a consequence,
both multilayer networks [23,25,27], dynamic networks [28–31], and dynamic multilayer
networks [19,32,33] become particular cases of multidimensional networks. Also note
that the traditional networks which have no extra node dimension are called a monoplex
(i.e., single-layer or monolayer) network [25–27] and, equivalently, can be mathematically
represented by a graph. In this article, we are focusing on the multidimensional networks
that can be mathematically represented by MAGs (and, therefore, each aspect of a MAG is
an equivalent mathematical counterpart of a node dimension). We will employ hereafter
the term multidimensional network to refer to these networks represented by MAGs.
As established in [19], one can define a MAG-graph isomorphism analogously to the
classical notion of graph isomorphism: a (node-aligned) MAG G is isomorphic to a graph
G iff there is a bijective function f : V(G ) → V ( G ) such that

×

e ∈ E (G ) ⇐⇒ ( f (πo (e)), f (πd (e))) ∈ E( G ) ,
where πo is a function that returns the origin composite vertex of a composite edge and πd
is a function that returns the destination composite vertex of a composite edge.
In order to avoid ambiguities in the nomenclature with the classical isomorphism in
graphs (which is usually a vertex label transformation) we call:
•
•
•

such an isomorphism between a MAG and graph from [19] a MAG-graph isomorphism;
the usual isomorphism between graphs [16,18] as graph isomorphism;
and the isomorphism between two MAGs G and G 0 (i.e., (u, v) ∈ E (G ) iff ( f (u), f (v)) ∈
E (G 0 ) ) as MAG isomorphism.
It is shown in [19] that a (node-aligned) MAG is isomorphically equivalent to a graph:

Theorem 1. For every MAG G of order p > 0, where all aspects are non-empty sets, there is a
unique (up to a graph isomorphism) graph GG = (V, E) that is MAG-graph-isomorphic to G ,
where
p

|V ( GG )| =

∏ |A (G )[n]| = |V(G )| .

n =1

Later on in Section 4, we will introduce a variant of this MAG-graph isomorphism in
order to deal with the node-unaligned case.
As one of the core results of the present article, we shall show that, although both a
MAG and its isomorphic graph can be encoded and both represent the same abstract relational structure, they may diverge in terms of compressibility (or algorithmic information
content) in the general case.
2.2. Algorithmic information theory (AIT)
In this section, we recover some basic notations and definitions from the literature
regarding algorithmic information theory. For an introduction to these concepts and
notation, see [12–15].
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First, regarding some basic notation, let l ( x ) denote the length of a string x ∈ {0, 1}∗ .
Let ( x )2 denote the binary representation of the number x ∈ N. Let x n denote the
ordered sequence of the first n bits of the fractional part in the binary representation of
x ∈ R. That is, x n = x1 x2 . . . xn , where ( x )2 = y.x1 x2 . . . xn xn+1 . . . with y ∈ {0, 1}∗ and
x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ∈ {0, 1}. We denote the result of the computation of an arbitrary Turing
machine M with input x ∈ L by the partial computable function M : L → L. In the
0 denote a binary
particular case M is a universal Turing machine we denote it by U. Let LU
prefix-free (or self-delimiting) universal programming language for a prefix universal Turing
machine U.
As usual, let h · , · i denote an arbitrary computable bijective pairing function [14,15],
which can be recursively extended in order to encode any finite ordered n-tuple in the form
h· , . . . , ·i.
0 such that l (p) is minimum and
Let w∗ denote the lexicographically first p ∈ LU
U(p) = w. This way, the algorithmic information content of an object w is given by the
(unconditional) prefix algorithmic complexity (also known as K-complexity, Kolmogorov
prefix complexity, self-delimited program-size complexity, or Solomonoff-KolmogorovChaitin complexity for prefix universal Turing machines), denoted by K(w), which is the
0 such that U( w∗ ) = w. The conditional prefix
length of the shortest program w∗ ∈ LU
algorithmic complexity of a binary string y given a binary string x, denoted by K (y | x ), is
0 such that U(h x, w i) = y.
the length of the shortest program w ∈ LU
A real number (or infinite binary sequence) x ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R is said to be 1-random
(Martin-Löf random, K-random, or prefix algorithmically random) [14] if, and only if, it satisfies
K ( x n ) ≥ n − O (1 ) ,
where n ∈ N is arbitrary.
With respect to weak asymptotic dominance of functions f and g, we employ the usual
notations: f ( x ) = O( g( x )) for the big O notation when f is asymptotically upper bounded
by g; f ( x ) = o( g( x )) when g strongly dominates f asymptotically; and f ( x ) = Ω( g( x ))
for the big Omega notation when f is asymptotically lower bounded by g;
As a consequence of the Borel normality of 1-random real numbers [13,34], we have
that, for every 1-random x ∈ [0, 1] ⊂ R, there is a large enough n0 ∈ N such that, for every
n ≥ n0 ,
n
#1 ( x  n ) = ± o ( n )
2
holds, where #1 ( x n ) denotes the number of occurrences of 1’s in x n .
3. The node-aligned non-uniform case
3.1. Basic properties of encoded node-aligned multiaspect graphs
In a general sense, a (node-aligned) MAG Gc is said to be encodable (i.e., recursively
labeled, or with a univocal computably ordered data representation) given τ (Gc ) iff there is
an algorithm that, given the companion tuple τ (Gc ) as input, computes a bijective ordering
of composite edges e ∈ Ec (Gc ) from any pair of composite vertices v, u ∈ V(Gc ). That is,
if the companion tuple τ (Gc ) of the MAG Gc is known, then one can computably retrieve
the position of any composite edge e = {u, v} in the chosen data representation of Gc from
both composites vertices u and v, and vice-versa. This way, following the usual definition
of encodings, a MAG is encodable given τ (Gc ) iff there is a algorithm that, given τ (Gc ) as
input, can univocally encode any possible E (Gc ) that shares the same companion tuple.
As expected, MAGs that have every element of its aspects labeled as a natural number
can always be encoded. The proof of Lemma 2 follows directly from the definition of MAG
and the recursive bijective nature of the pairing function.2 In other words, a classical MAG
can always be encoded if the information necessary to determine the companion tuple
τ (Gc ) is previously given.
2

The reader can find a proof of Lemma 2 in [35].
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Lemma 2. Any arbitrary classical (node-aligned) MAG Gc is encodable given τ (Gc ).
The encodability given τ (Gc ) also implies the existence of an algorithm that, given a
string x ∈ {0, 1}∗ of length |Ec (Gc )| as input, computes a composite edge set E (Gc ) and
there is another algorithm that, given the encoded composite edge set E (Gc ) as input,
returns a string x. Such strings uniquely represent (up to a MAG isomorphism and/or up
to a reordering of composite edges) the characteristic function (or indicator function) of
pertinence in the set E (Gc ) ⊆ Ec (Gc ), and thus we call them as characteristic strings of the
MAG:


Definition 1. Let e1 , . . . , e|Ec (Gc )| be any arbitrary ordering of all possible composite edges of
a simple MAG Gc . We say that a string x ∈ {0, 1}∗ with l ( x ) = |Ec (Gc )| is a (node-aligned)
characteristic string of a simple MAG Gc iff, for every e j ∈ Ec (Gc ),
e j ∈ E (Gc ) ⇐⇒ the j-th digit in x is 1 ,
where 1 ≤ j ≤ l ( x ).
In order to ensure uniqueness
of representations
(now only up to an identity automor


phism, if the sequence e1 , . . . , e|Ec (Gc )| is previously fixed) from which the algorithmic
complexity are calculated, one may also choose to encode a MAG into a string-based representation using the pairing function h·, ·i and a fixed ordering/indexing of the composite
edges:


Definition 2. Let e1 , . . . , e|Ec (Gc )| be any arbitrary ordering of all possible composite edges
of a simple MAG Gc . Then, hE (Gc )i denotes the (node-aligned) composite edge set string
hhe1 , z1 i, . . . , hen , zn ii such that
zi = 1 ⇐⇒ ei ∈ E (Gc ) ,
where zi ∈ {0, 1} with 1 ≤ i ≤ n = |Ec (Gc )|.
Note that a composite edge set string is an encoding of a composite edge list, which in
turn is a generalization of edge lists [36] so as to deal with MAGs instead of graphs. Thus,
the reader may also interchangeably call the composite edge set string by composite edge list
encoding.
Also note that composite edge set strings are strictly tied to the way one chooses
to encode MAGs given the companion
once the chosen encoding
 tuple. In other words,


inherently establishes an ordering e1 , . . . , e j , . . . , e|Ec (Gc )| of composites edges, the only
entities that vary in the composite edge set strings are the values of z1 , z2 , . . . , or z|Ec (Gc )| . For
example, as shown in [35], the composite edge sets strings can be constructed from encoding
a MAG Gc (given the companion tuple τ (Gc )) using the fixed programs p1 , p2 ∈ {0, 1}∗
and the chosen computable bijective pairing function h · , · i in such a way that:


(I)
if a1 , . . . , a p , b1 , . . . , b p ∈ V(Gc ), then

U
a1 , . . . , a p , b1 , . . . , b p , hhτ (Gc )i, p1 i = ( j)2 ;


(II)
if a1 , . . . , a p or b1 , . . . , b p does not belong to V(Gc ), then

U
a1 , . . . , a p , b1 , . . . , b p , hhτ (Gc )i, p1 i = 0 ;
(III)

if
1 ≤ j ≤ |Ec (Gc )| =

|V(Gc )|2 − |V(Gc )|
,
2
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then
U(h j, hhτ (Gc )i, p2 ii) =
(IV)

a1 , . . . , a p , b1 , . . . , b p

;

if
1 ≤ j ≤ |Ec (Gc )| =

|V(Gc )|2 − |V(Gc )|
2

does not hold, then
U(h j, hhτ (Gc )i, p2 ii) = h0i .
In the case of graphs (or monoplex networks), we remember that, as for example
shown in [35], there is always a unified and decidable way to encode a sequence of all
possible undirected edges given any unordered pair { x, y} of natural numbers x, y ∈ N,
for example by encoding characteristic strings or adjacency matrices of arbitrary finite
size. Thus, encoding classical graphs with characteristic strings or with composite edge
set strings becomes Turing equivalent and, therefore, both are also equivalent in terms
of algorithmic information (see Lemma 4). This is indeed an underlying basic property
previously explored, e.g., in [3,6,9]. However, unlike classical graphs, we shall see later on
in Corollaries 6 and 16 that the relationship between characteristic strings and composite
edge set strings in the case of simple MAGs (whether node-aligned or node-unaligned) does
not always behave so well. Additionally, it was shown in [37] that graph isomorphisms
do not always preserve algorithmic randomness of infinite graphs. Unlike the infinite case,
note that the present article only deals with finite MAGs and finite graphs and with infinite
families of finite MAGs and finite graphs. Nevertheless, we shall prove in Corollaries 7
and 17 that MAG-graph-isomorphisms between (finite) simple MAGs and (finite) classical
graphs do not always preserve algorithmic information.
Before starting the investigation of examples that display worst-case algorithmic
information distortion generated by MAG-graph-isomorphisms, we can promptly establish
in Lemmas 3 and 4 the upper bound for the algorithmic information distortion between
any simple MAG and its MAG-graph-isomorphic classical graph. If the ordering assumed
in Definition 1 matches the same ordering in Definition 2, we have in Lemma 3 below that
both the MAG and its respective characteristic string are indeed “equivalent” in terms of
algorithmic information, but except for the minimum information necessary to encode the
multidimensional space (e.g., the algorithmic information of the encoded companion tuple
in the form hτ (Gc )i = h|A (G )[1]|, . . . , |A (G )[ p]|i). As expected, the proof follows easily
from the fact that an ordering of composite edges is always embedded into the notion of
encodability by composite edge set strings. (Complete proofs of Lemmas 3 and 4 can be
found in [35, Lemma 3.2]).
Lemma 3. Let x ∈ {0, 1}∗ . Let Gc be an encodable (node-aligned) simple MAG given τ (Gc ) such
that x is the respective characteristic string. Then,
K(hE (Gc )i | x ) ≤ K(hτ (Gc )i) + O(1)

(1)

K( x | hE (Gc )i) ≤ K(hτ (Gc )i) + O(1)


K( x ) = K(hE (Gc )i) ± O K hτ (Gc )i .

(2)
(3)



Note that there is always a way to build a computable sequence e1 , . . . , e|Ec (G)| for
any classical graph. Thus, since a graph is a MAG of order 1 (and in this case characteristic strings and composite edge set strings become Turing equivalent), Lemma 3 can be
improved in the case of classical graphs so that:
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Lemma 4. Let x ∈ {0, 1}∗ . Let G be a classical
 graph, where
 x is its characteristic string,
Ec ( G ) = {{u, v} | u, v ∈ V }, and the sequence e1 , . . . , e|Ec (G)| is computable. Then,
K(h E( G )i | x ) ≤ O(1)

(4)

K( x | h E( G )i) ≤ O(1)

(5)


K( x ) = K(h E( G )i) ± O 1 .

(6)

3.2. A worst-case algorithmic information distortion in node-aligned multidimensional networks
Basically, Lemma 3 assures that the information contained in a simple MAG Gc and in
the characteristic string are the same, except for the algorithmic information necessary to
computably determine the companion tuple. Unfortunately, one can show in Theorem 5
below that this information deficiency between the data representation of a MAG (in the
form e.g. hE (Gc )i) and its characteristic string cannot be much more improved in general.
In other words, as we show in Theorem 5, there are worst-case scenarios of multidimensional
spaces in which the algorithmic information necessary for retrieving the encoded form of
the MAG from its characteristic string is close (except for a logarithmic term) to the upper
bound given by Equation 1 in Lemma 3. This shows a fundamental difference between
encoding MAGs with characteristic strings and encoding MAGs with composite edge set
strings. The proof of Theorem 5 can be found in [1].
Theorem 5. There are arbitrarily large3 encodable simple (node-aligned) MAGs Gc given τ (Gc )
such that


K(hτ (Gc )i) + O(1) ≥ K(hE (Gc )i | x ) ≥ K(hτ (Gc )i) − O log2 K(hτ (Gc )i)
with K(hE (Gc )i) ≥ p − O(1) and K( x ) = O(log2 ( p)), where x is the respective characteristic
string and p is the order of the MAG Gc .
As a consequence of Theorem 5, we show in Corollary 6 below a phenomenon that
can only occur for families of node-aligned multidimensional networks embedded into
arbitrarily large and non-uniform multidimensional spaces.
Specifically, Corollary 6 (and also Corollary 16 later on) shows that there are two
infinite sets of objects (in particular, one of data representations of multiaspect graphs
and the other of strings) whose every member of one set is a particular encoding of a
member of the other, but these members of the two sets are not always equivalent in
terms of algorithmic information, which is a phenomenon that some may deem to be
counter-intuitive at first glance:
Corollary 6. There are an infinite family F of simple (node-aligned) MAGs and an infinite set X
of the correspondent characteristic strings such that, for every constant c ∈ N, there are Gc ∈ F and
x ∈ X, where x is the characteristic string of Gc and


O log2 K(hE (Gc )i) > c + K( x ) .

(7)

The proof of Corollary 6 can be found in [1].
We can now combine Corollary 6 with Theorems 1 and 5 in order to show that,
although for every MAG there is a graph that is isomorphic to this MAG, they are not
always equivalent in terms of algorithmic information, where in fact the distortion may be
exponential with respect to the algorithmic information of the graph:
Corollary 7. There are an infinite family F1 of simple (node-aligned) MAGs and an infinite family
F2 of classical graphs, where every classical graph in F2 is MAG-graph-isomorphic to at least
3

And, in particular, those with non-uniform multidimensional spaces. As we will see later on in Lemma 14, this exponential distortion presented in
Theorem 5 can only occur if the multidimensional space is not uniform.
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one MAG in F1 , such that, for every constant c ∈ N, there are Gc ∈ F1 and a GGc ∈ F2 that is
MAG-graph-isomorphic to Gc , where



O log2 K(hE (Gc )i) > c + K( E GGc ).
The proof of Corollary 7 can be found in [1]. Besides showing that node-aligned
multidimensional networks with non-uniform multidimensional spaces can display an
exponentially larger algorithmic information distortions with respect to its isomorphic
monoplex network, Theorem 5 together with Corollary 7 also show that these distorted
values of algorithmic information content grow at least linearly with the value of p (i.e.,
number of extra node dimensions). With this lower bound for the worst-case distortion
increasing rate as we established here, future research is needed for investigating the upper
bound for distorted values of algorithmic information content with respect to the number
of extra node dimensions.
4. The node-unaligned cases
With the purpose of addressing other variations of multidimensional networks in
p
which a node not belonging to a certain α ∈
A (G )[i ] has an important physical
i =2
meaning, the node alignment can be relaxed. This gives rise to multidimensional networks
that are not node aligned, such as node-unaligned multilayer networks [25] or nodeunaligned multiplex networks [26].
As a multiplex network is usually understood as a particular case of a multilayer
network [23,25,27] in which there is only one extra node dimension (i.e., d = 1), we may
focus only on a mathematical formulation of multilayer networks that allows nodes to be
not aligned, which is given by M = (VM , E M , V, L) [25], where:

×

1.
2.
3.
4.

V denotes the set of all possible vertices v;
L = { L a }da=1 denotes a collection of d ∈ N sets L a composed of elementary layers
α ∈ La ;
VM ⊆ V × L1 × · · · × Ld denotes the subset of all possible vertices paired to elements
of L1 × · · · × Ld ;
E M ⊆ VM × VM denotes the set of interlayer and/or intralayer edges connecting two
node-layer tuples (v, α1 , . . . , αd ) ∈ VM .

In this regard, a multilayer network M is said to be node-aligned iff VM = V × L1 ×
p
· · · × Ld . In the case each α ∈ i=2 A (G )[i ] can be interpreted as (or is representing) a
layer, it is important to note that there are some immediate equivalences between G and M
[21]:
•
V is the usual set of vertices, where V (G ) ≡ A (G )[1];
•
each set L a is the ( a − 1)-th aspect A (G )[ a − 1] of a MAG G ;
•
VM is a subset of the set V(G ) of all composite vertices, where every node-layer tuple
(v, α1 , . . . , αd ) ∈ VM is a composite vertex v ∈ V(G );
•
E M ⊆ E (G ) is a subset of the set of all composite edges (u, v) for which u, v ∈ VM .
Thus, if VM = V × L1 × · · · × Ld , then one will have that VM ≡ V(G ) and E M ≡ E (G ).
This way, besides notation distinctions, it directly follows that a node-aligned multilayer
network M is totally equivalent to a MAG G ; and, therefore, every result in this paper
holding for simple node-aligned MAGs Gc automatically holds for node-aligned multilayer
networks M that only have undirected edges and do not contain self-loops.
In addition to the physical interpretation of nodes and layers that could be intrinsic to
a node nonalignment of real-world networks and new methodological challenges in multidimensional network analysis that arise from the fact that the multidimensional network is
not node unaligned, it becomes important to investigate the network complexity increase
(in terms of compressibility or irreducible information content) when the multidimensional
network is node-unaligned (a problem also raised in [21]).

×
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With this purpose of extending our results to the node-unaligned case, we need to
introduce a variation of MAGs so as to allow into the mathematical formalization the possip
bility of some vertices not being paired with some α’s, where α ∈ i=2 A (G )[i ]. Moreover,
we need that node-aligned MAGs become particular cases of our new formalization such
that the algorithmic information between the two formalizations becomes equivalent when
the MAG is node-aligned, which we will show in Lemma 11. To this end, we introduce
a modification on the definition of MAG so that the major differences are in the set of
composite vertices and, consequentially, in the set of composite edges.

×

Definition 3. We define a node-unaligned MAG as a triple Gua = (A , Vua , Eua ) in which
A = (A (Gua )[1], . . . , A (Gua )[i ], . . . , A (Gua )[ p])
is a list of sets (each of each is an aspect of Gua ),
p

Vua (Gua ) ⊆ V(Gua ) =

×A (G

ua )[i ]

i =1

is the set of existing composite vertices, and
Eua ⊆ Eua (Gua ) = Vua (Gua ) × Vua (Gua )
is the set of present composite edges (u, v).
The definition of simple node-unaligned MAGs Guac = (A , Vua , Eua ) follows analogously to the aligned case by just restricting the set of all possible composite edges, so
that
Euac (Guac ) := {{u, v} | u, v ∈ Vua (Guac )}
and Eua (Guac ) ⊆ Euac (Guac ) hold. In addition, all other terminology of order, multidimensional space, uniformity, (composite-vertex-)labeling, and classical MAGs apply analogously as
in Section 2.1.
Also note that the connections in a node-unaligned MAG are composed of two composites vertices that belong to a subset of the V(Gua ). This immediately implies that, if
Gua = (A , Vua , Eua ) and G = (A , E ), where A is fixed and Eua ⊆ E , then there is a MAG
isomorphism between Gua and a subMAG [35] of G .
As in the node-aligned case, in order to define an unaligned version for the companion
tuple, the latter should completely determine the size of the set Eua (Gua ) and, if Gua is a
classical MAG, then the companion tuple should completely determine the multidimenional space of Gua . In this sense, a node-unaligned version of the companion tuple also
needs to carry the necessary and sufficient information for computably retrieving the set
Vua (Gua ) from A (Gua ).
Definition 4. The node-unaligned companion tuple τua of a MAG Gua is defined by the pair of
tuples



τua (Gua ) := (|A (Gua )[1]|, . . . , |A (Gua )[ p]|), m1 , . . . , m|V(Gua )|
,
such that, for every vi ∈ V(Gua ) in a previously chosen arbitrary computable enumeration of
V(Gua ),
vi ∈ Vua (Gua ) ⇐⇒ mi = 1 ,
where mi ∈ {0, 1} and 1 ≤ i ≤ |V(Gua )|.
As for encoding τua , one can also employ the recursive pairing function h·, ·i as usual:
D
D
EE
hτua (Gua )i := h|A (Gua )[1]|, . . . , |A (Gua )[ p]|i, m1 , . . . , m|V(Gua )|
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Note that there are other alternative forms of computably defining companion tuples, for
example as a two-dimensional array in which the first dimension stores the indexes of
the composite vertices and the second dimension stores the entries4 ‘belongs to Vua ’ or
‘does not belong to Vua ’. As our purpose is to achieve analogous results to those obtained
in Section 3.2, we employ hereafter the encoding in the form hτua (Gua )i, but nevertheless
the following results hold for any other Turing equivalent way of encoding the companion
tuple as in the form hτua (Gua )i from Definition 4.
It is also interesting to note that the bit string
m1 · · · m|V(Gua )|
is a form of characteristic string, but for the set Vua instead of a characteristic string for the
entire MAG as in Definition 1.
The MAG-graph isomorphism also suffers a slight modification:
Definition 5. Gua is unaligning MAG-graph-isomorphic to a graph G iff there is a bijective
function f : Vua (Gua ) → V ( G ) such that
e ∈ Eua (Gua ) ⊆ Eua (Gua ) ⇐⇒ ( f (πo (e)), f (πd (e))) ∈ E( G ) ,
where πo is a function that returns the origin composite vertex of a composite edge and πd is a
function that returns the destination composite vertex of a composite edge.
This way, we can obtain the following theorem analogously5 to the proof of Theorem
1:
Theorem 8. For every MAG Gua of order p > 0, where all aspects are non-empty sets, there is
a unique (up to a graph isomorphism) graph GGuaua = (V, E) that is unaligning MAG-graphisomorphic to Gua , where
|V ( GGuaua )| = |Vua (Gua )| .
Short proof. Both the proof of existence and uniqueness follow analogously to the one
of [19, Theorem 1, p. 54]. Note that [19, Theorem 1, p. 54] is re-written as Theorem 1 in
Section 2.1 with minor notation changes. For the proof of existence it suffices to: construct
the set V ( GGuaua ) of vertices from |Vua (Gua )| arbitrarily labeled vertices, instead of |V(Gua )|
arbitrarily labeled vertices; and replace the bijective function f : V(Gua ) → V ( GGuaua ) with
f 0 : Vua (Gua ) → V ( GGuaua ). For the proof of uniqueness, besides using function f 0 instead
of f , just replace the bijective function j : V(Gua ) → V ( JGua ) with j0 : Vua (Gua ) → V ( JGua ).
All of the other arguments in [19, Theorem 1, p. 54] then directly applies, except for the
necessary respective notation changes.
It is important to note our choice of notation distinction between the node-aligned
and the node-unaligned case when a graph is MAG-graph-isomorphic to a MAG. The
graph GGua is said to be aligning MAG-graph-isomorphic to the MAG when the set of possible
composite vertices is complete, that is, when it is taken from V(Gua ). On the other hand,
the graph GGuaua is said to be unaligning MAG-graph-isomorphic to the MAG (which is the case
of Definition 5, Theorem 8, Corollary 17, and Theorem 18.(I)(b)) when the set of possible
composite vertices are taken from Vua (Gua ) instead of V(Gua ).
4.1. Encoding node-unaligned multiaspect graphs
Encodability of node-unaligned MAGs given the companion tuple works in the same
way as the node-aligned case in Section 3.1. That is, a node-unaligned simple MAG Guac
is encodable given τua (Guac ) iff there is an algorithm that, given hτua (Guac )i as input, can
4
5

Or a Boolean variable instead of these alphanumerical strings.
And thus we choose to present only a short proof indicating where the modifications in the proof of [19, Theorem 1, p. 54] should take place.
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univocally encode any possible Eua (Guac ) that shares the same companion tuple. However,
there is some important nuances in the composite edge set string that need to be taken into
account in order to ensure that hτua (Guac )i is in any event retrievable from hEua (Guac )i.
First, as in the node-aligned case, note that the encodability of classical node-unaligned
MAGs given the companion tuple can be promptly proved to hold:
Lemma 9. Any arbitrary node-unaligned classical MAG Guac is encodable given τua (Guac ).
Proof. For classical node-unaligned MAGs, we have that, for every i ≤ p,
A (Guac )[i ] = {1, . . . , |A (Guac )[i ]|} ⊂ N
and

Euac (Guac ) = {{u, v} | u, v ∈ Vua (Guac )}
hold by definition. Note that the recursive bijective pairing function h·, ·i can be arbitrarily
chosen and, therefore, the encoding of the node-unaligned companion tuple in the form
D
D
EE
hτua (Guac )i := h|A (Guac )[1]|, . . . , |A (Guac )[ p]|i, m1 , . . . , m|V(Guac )|
univocally determines the value of p, the maximum integer value for each aspect, and the
set Vua (Gua ). Thus, it suffices to demonstrate the existence of programs p0 1 , p0 2 ∈ {0, 1}∗
such that:


(I)
if a1 , . . . , a p , b1 , . . . , b p ∈ Vua (Guac ), then

U
a1 , . . . , a p , b1 , . . . , b p , hτua (Guac )i, p0 1
= ( j )2 ;


(II)
if a1 , . . . , a p or b1 , . . . , b p does not belong to Vua (Guac ), then

U
a1 , . . . , a p , b1 , . . . , b p , hτua (Guac )i, p0 1
=0;
(III)

if
1 ≤ j ≤ |Euac (Guac )| =

|Vua (Guac )|2 − |Vua (Guac )|
,
2

then
U
(IV)

j, hτua (Guac )i, p0 2



=

a1 , . . . , a p , b1 , . . . , b p

;

if
1 ≤ j ≤ |Euac (Guac )| =

|Vua (Guac )|2 − |Vua (Guac )|
2

does not hold, then
U

j, hτua (Guac )i, p0 2



= h0i .

To construct a program that satisfies (I) and (II), let p0 1 be a fixed string that represents
on a universal Turing machine the algorithm that, given hτua (Guac )i, a1 , . . . , a p , and
b1 , . . . , b p as inputs:
(i) builds a sequence from a lexicographical order for the set
p
V(Guac ) = i=1 A (Guac )[i ], which is always possible because the values
|A (Guac )[1]|, . . . , |A (Guac )[ p]| are given and the labels are natural numbers;
(ii) eliminates (while preserving the previous lexicographical order) in this sequence
built on Step (i) those composite
vertices vi ∈ V(Guac ) for which mi = 0, according


×

to the given sequence m1 , . . . , m|V(Guac )| in hτua (Guac )i;
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(iii)upon this lexicographical order for the set Vua (Guac ) resulting from Step (ii),
builds a sequence of composite edges (v, u) ∈ Eua (Guac ), where v, u ∈ Vua (Guac ),
also following a lexicographical order;
(iv) eliminates in this sequence of composite edges resulting from Step (iii) those
composite edges ei ∈ Eua (Guac ) that are self-loops (i.e., when v = u holds) or
that are symmetric pairs (i.e., when (u, v) occurs given that (v, u) has already
occurred in the sequence), while preserving the previous lexicographical order of
Step (iii);




(v) searches for a1 , . . . , a p , b1 , . . . , b p or b1 , . . . , b p , a1 , . . . , a p in the previous sequence of composite edges for the set Euac (Guac ) that was built in Step
(iv);




(a)
if a1 , . . . , a p , b1 , . . . , b p or b1 , . . . , b p ,  a1 , . . . , a p 
is found, then
returns the place j ∈ N for
which
a
,
.
.
.
,
a
,
b
,
.
.
.
,
b
or
p
p
1
1

b1 , . . . , b p , a1 , . . . , a p occurred in the previous sequence of composite
edges built in Step (iv); 


if a1 , . . . , a p , b1 , . . . , b p or b1 , . . . , b p , a1 , . . . , a p is not found,
(b)
then returns 0.
To construct a program that satisfies (III) and (IV), a similar algorithm can define p0 2 : it
works exactly in the same way until Step (iv) of p0 1 , but in the new ‘Step (v)’ program
p0 2 searches for the j-th element in the sequence generated by Step (iv) and returns the
respective pair of tuples (or returns h0i, if 1 ≤ j ≤ |Euac (Guac )| does not hold). Finally, note
that the existence of such programs p0 1 and p0 2 is (Turing) equivalent to say that the MAG
Guac is encodable given τua (Guac ).6
Secondly, note that the characteristic string of a node-unaligned MAG is defined in a
similar way as in Section 3.1:


Definition 6. Let e1 , . . . , e|Euac (Guac )| be any arbitrary ordering of all possible composite edges
between existing composite vertices of a node-unaligned simple MAG Guac . We say that a string
x 0 ∈ {0, 1}∗ with l ( x 0 ) = |Euac (Guac )| is a node-unaligned characteristic string of Guac iff, for
every e j ∈ Euac (Guac ),
e j ∈ Eua (Guac ) ⇐⇒ the j-th digit in x 0 is 1 ,
where 1 ≤ j ≤ l ( x 0 ).
Now, for the node-unaligned composite edge set string, the definition may seem
not so straightforwardly translated from Definition 2. As one can see below, it is based
on a sequence of the |Ec (Guac )| composite edges, and not on the sequence of |Euac (Guac )|
composite edges. This is because one needs to embed into node-unaligned composite
edge set strings not only the characteristic function of the set Eua (Guac ), as in the nodealigned case, but also the characteristic function of the set Vua (Guac ) (which becomes in
turn determined by the k i ’s and hi ’s in the following definition):


Definition 7. Let e1 , . . . , e|Ec (Guac )| be any arbitrary ordering of all possible composite edges of
a node-unaligned simple MAG Guac . Then, hEua (Guac )i denotes the node-unaligned composite
edge set string e1 , z10 , k1 , h1 , . . . , hen , z0n , k n , hn i such that:
zi0 = 1 ⇐⇒ ei ∈ Eua (Guac ) ,

6

The reader is invited to note that, if Step (ii) is eliminated and hτ (Gc )i is given as input instead of hτua (Guac )i, then analogous versions of these two
algorithms can be employed to prove the previous node-aligned case in Lemma 2.
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k i = 1 ⇐⇒

ei = (v, u) ∧ v ∈ Vua (Guac )

hi = 1 ⇐⇒


ei = (v, u) ∧ u ∈ Vua (Guac ) ,



and
where zi0 , k i , hi ∈ {0, 1} with 1 ≤ i ≤ n = |Ec (Guac )|.
This way, we guarantee not only that the characteristic string x can always be computably extracted from hEua (Guac )i, but also that the set Vua (Guac ) can be computed if
hEua (Guac )i is known a priori as input. This will be important in the proof of Theorem 13
later on. Moreover, once the ordering of Ec (Guac ) assumed in Definition 7 is preserved
by the subsequence that exactly corresponds to the ordering of Euac (Guac ) assumed in
Definition 6, we have in Lemma 10 below that both the node-unaligned simple MAG
and its respective node-unaligned characteristic string become “equivalent” in terms of
algorithmic information, but again (as occurred for the node-aligned case) except for the
minimum information necessary to encode the node-unaligned companion tuple:
Lemma 10. Let x 0 ∈ {0, 1}∗ . Let Guac be an encodable node-unaligned simple MAG given
τua (Guac ) such that x 0 is the respective node-unaligned characteristic string. Then,
K(hEua (Guac )i | x 0 ) ≤ K(hτua (Guac )i) + O(1)
0

K( x | hEua (Guac )i) ≤ K(hτua (Guac )i) + O(1)


K( x 0 ) = K(hEua (Guac )i) ± O K hτua (Guac )i .

(8)
(9)
(10)

Proof. From the assumption of encodability of Guac given τua (Guac ) in Lemma 10, first note
that there must beprograms p0 1 , p02 as defined in the proof of Lemma 9. Moreover, note
that the sequence e1 , . . . , e|Ec (Guac )| can be computably built from


(|A (Gua )[1]|, . . . , |A (Gua )[ p]|) in hτua (Guac )i. Remember that, if a1 , . . . , a p or b1 , . . . , b p
does not belong to Vua (Guac ), then

U
a1 , . . . , a p , b1 , . . . , b p , hτua (Guac )i, p0 1
=0.




Thus, the sequence e1 , . . . , e|Euac (Guac )| , which is a subsequence of e1 , . . . , e|Ec (Guac )| , can
be computably built from hτua (Guac )i. Now, let x 0 be the correspondent characteristic string
(as in Definition 6) of Guac . Therefore, one can construct other programs p and q with
hτua (Guac )i already given as first input so that, respectively: p returns x 0 given hEua (Guac )i
(or given hEua (Guac )i∗ ); and q returns hEua (Guac )i given x 0 (or given x 0∗ ). In other words,
string hEua (Guac )i is Turing equivalent to string x 0 , if hτua (Guac )i is given. This always
holds because the values of x10 , . . . , x|0E (G )| that define the node-unaligned caracteristic
uac uac
string x 0 , where x 0 := x10 · · · x|0E (G )| , are computably embedded into the composite edge
uac uac
set string hEua (Guac )i as a subsequence, since, for 1 ≤ i ≤ |Ec (Guac )|, wherever k i = 0 or
hi = 0 occurs one has that zi0 = 0 also occurs. This way, program q just needs to assign
zi0 = 0 wherever k i = 0 or hi = 0 (which are determined by the values of m1 , . . . , m|V(Guac )|
in hτua (Guac )i) and read the values of x10 , . . . , x|0E (G )| in order to insert each of these
uac uac
in the right order wherever k i = 1 and hi = 1. Conversely, program p can computably
extract x 0 from hEua (Guac )i by ignoring those zi0 wherever k i = 0 or hi = 0.7 Then, from
the minimality of K(·), we will have that Equations 8 and 9 hold because of the existence
of programs q and p respectively. Finally, from Equations 8 and 9, one can then achieve
Equation 10 using basic inequalities in AIT regarding unconditional and conditional prefix
algorithmic complexity.
7

Thus, Equation 9 in particular can be improved to K( x 0 | hEua (Guac )i) ≤ O(1). The same improvement can also be analogously achieved for
Equation 2.
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Note that Lemma 10 holds for any other form of encoding a node-unaligned simple MAG that happen to be equivalent to node-unaligned composite edge set strings
hEua (Guac )i. For example, one can equivalently encode hEua (Guac )i as an three-dimensional
array composed of positive integers, Boolean variables, and lists: the first
 dimension stores
the index value a1 , . . . , a p of each composite vertex v = a1 , . . . , a p ∈ V(Guac ); the second dimension stores a Boolean value determining whether the composite vertex in the
first dimension exists or not; and the third dimension stores a list containing the index
values of each composite vertices with which the composite vertex in the first dimension
forms a composite edge.
As we saw in the node-aligned case, we shall see in the next section that nodeunaligned characteristic strings alone are not in general equivalent to composite edge set
strings hEua (Guac )i. However, in any event, Lemmas 3 and 10 together with Lemma 4
directly establish that the algorithmic information distortions are always upper bounded
by the algorithmic information carried by the companion tuple, whether node-aligned
or node-unaligned. Thus, even in the worst-case scenario, the value of the algorithmic
complexity of the companion tuple times a independent constant can be always applied
as an error margin for the algorithmic information distortions between simple MAGs and
their isomorphic classical graphs.
5. Worst-case algorithmic information distortions
In this section, we investigate worst-case algorithmic information distortions for nodeunaligned MAGs when the multidimensional space is arbitrarily large. In particular, we
study large multidimensional spaces that are non-uniform or uniform. Like we saw in
Section 3.2, we show in the following theorems that there are cases in which the algorithmic
information necessary for retrieving the encoded form of the node-unaligned simple MAG
from its characteristic string is close (except for a logarithmic term) to the upper bound
given by Equation 8 in Lemma 10.
Before heading toward the theorems themselves, it is important to show the two cases
in Lemmas 11 or 12 for which the set Vua (Guac ) trivializes the problem either by reducing
it back to the node-aligned case as in Section 3.2 or by reducing it to a problem of just
inserting empty nodes.
The first trivializing case guarantees the consistency of our definitions of node-aligned
and node-unaligned MAGs:
Lemma 11. Let Guac be a node-unaligned simple MAG with Vua (Guac ) = V(Guac ), where x is its
node-aligned characteristic string (as in Definition 1) and x 0 is its node-unaligned characteristic
string (as in Definition 6). Then,
K(hEua (Guac )i) = K(hE (Guac )i) ± O(1) ,

K( x ) = K x 0 ± O(1) ,

(11)

K(hτua (Guac )i) = K(hτ (Guac )i) ± O(1)

(13)

(12)

and
hold.
Proof. In order to show that K(hEua (Guac )i) = K(hE (Guac )i) ± O(1), just note that, since
Vua (Guac ) = V(Guac ), then all the k i ’s and hi ’s in hEua (Guac )i assume the value 1. Thus, either eliminating or inserting them into the companion tuples can only add up to O(1) bits of
algorithmic
to show that K(hτua (Guac )i) = K(hτ (Guac )i) ± O(1), just
D information. In order
E
note that m1 , . . . , m|V(Guac )| , which appears in hτua (Guac )i, is a tuple of 1’s and the value

×p

×p

of |V(Gua )| can be computed directly from i=1 |A (Guac )[i ]|. Thus, since i=1 |A (Guac )[i ]|
in turn can be directly computed from the string
h|A (Guac )[1]|, . . . , |A (Guac )[ p]|i, which is given in both companion tuples, then either elim-
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inating or inserting m1 , . . . , m|V(Guac )| into the companion tuples can only add up to O(1)
bits of algorithmic information. Finally, since Vua (Guac ) = V(Guac ) and, consequentially,

 

e1 , . . . , e|Euac (Guac )| = e1 , . . . , e|Ec (Guac )| ,
then one has that K( x ) = K( x 0 ) ± O(1) trivially holds because x = x 0 .
In fact, if Vua (Guac ) = V(Guac ), the same proof as Lemma 11 can be employed to
show that the strings in the left side of the equations in Lemma 11 are in fact respectively
Turing equivalent to their counterparts in the right side. Therefore, for any Guac satisfying
Lemma 11, any algorithmic information distortion occurs in the same manner as in the
node-aligned case.
The second one guarantees the consistency between network connectedness and
empty nodes. An empty node [25] is a totally unconnected node that is added to the
network in order to recover the node alignment of an former node-unaligned network.
Thus, as expected, if all the composite vertices in Vua (Guac ) are connected to at least another
composite vertex in Vua (Guac ), then all the possible unconnected composite vertices are
those that redundantly are empty nodes:
Lemma 12. Let Guac be a node-unaligned simple MAG in which every composite vertex in
Vua (Guac ) is connected to at least another composite vertex in Vua (Guac ). Then,
K(hEua (Guac )i) = K(hE (Guac )i) ± O(1)

(14)

holds and, additionally, hEua (Guac )i is in fact Turing equivalent to hE (Guac )i.
Proof. Constructing an algorithm for returning hE (Guac )i given hEua (Guac )i as input is
straightforward, since one just needs to eliminate all the k i ’s and hi ’s in hEua (Guac )i. This
way, by the minimality of K(·), we will have that K(hE (Guac )i) ≤ K(hEua (Guac )i) + O(1)
holds. In order to show the inverse case, note that there is always an algorithm that,
given hE (Guac )i as input, identifies those composite vertices v for which there is an absent
composite edge (i.e., a pair in the form hei , 0i in hE (Guac )i, where ei = (v, u) or ei = (u, v))
such that no other composite edge composed of v is present in E (Guac ). Hence, from a
list of these composite vertices, it replaces each hei , 0i with hei , 0, k i , hi i accordingly, where
either k i or hi is 0 wherever it corresponds to the place of v in ei . This way, hEua (Guac )i
is computably built from hE (Guac )i and, by the minimality of K(·), we will have that
K(hEua (Guac )i) ≤ K(hE (Guac )i) ± O(1).
D 
E
Note that in Lemma 12 one immediately has that E GGuauac
can be computed

from E GGuac with a simple algorithm that identifies totally
D unconnected

E vertices. Fur
ua
thermore, one has that E GGuac can be computed from E GGuac , if the value of

V(Guac ) \ Vua (Guac ) is also given as input. Therefore, for any MAG satisfying Lemma 12,
the algorithmic information distortion between the MAG Guac and the unaligning MAGgraph-isomorphic classical graph GGuauac can only differ from the algorithmic information
distortion between the MAG Guac and the
 aligning MAG-graph-isomorphic classical graph
GGuac by O log2 V(Guac ) \ Vua (Guac )
bits of algorithmic information.
Thus, as the reader might notice, the case in which the node nonalignment introduces
more irreducible information into the composite edge set string is when Vua (Guac ) 6=
V(Guac ) and not every unconnected composite vertex is empty. Under these conditions
that demand a more careful theoretical analysis than the trivializing cases in Lemmas 11 or
12, we study now that there may also be exponential algorithmic information distortions in
the node-unaligned case.
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Theorem 13. There are encodable node-unaligned simple MAGs Guac given τua (Guac ) with
arbitrarily large non-uniform multidimensional spaces such that





K hτua (Guac )i + O(1) ≥ K hEua (Guac )i | x 0 ≥ K hτua (Guac )i − O log2 K(hτua (Guac )i)
with




K( x 0 ) = O( p) = O log2 K hEua (Guac )i
,

where x 0 is the respective node-unaligned characteristic string and p is the order of Guac .
Proof. This proof shares the same main underlying idea with the proof of Theorem 5 in
[1]: we construct MAGs such that, although the companion tuples are incompressible,
the characteristic strings and the respective exact number of composite vertices can be
computed with much less algorithmic information than the companion tuple demands to
be computed. However, now the node-unaligned case demands a more careful theoretical
analysis on the compressibility of the node-unaligned companion tuple, the size of the
set Vua (Guac ), and the algorithmic information necessary to compute the node-unaligned
characteristic string. First, let Guac be any node-unaligned simple MAG such that, for every
1 ≤ i ≤ p and 1 ≤ j ≤ |V(Guac )|, one has that
A (Guac )[i ] = {1, 2} ⇐⇒ the i-th digit of w1 is 1
A (Guac )[i ] = {1} ⇐⇒ the i-th digit of w1 is 0
m j = 1 ⇐⇒ the i-th digit of w2 is 1
m j = 0 ⇐⇒ the i-th digit of w2 is 0
hold, where Eua (Guac ) ⊆ Euac (Guac ) and p ∈ N and w1 , w2 , x 0 ∈ {0, 1}∗ are arbitrary. Since
w1 and w2 are arbitrary, let w1 and w2 be bit strings that, respectively, are arbitrarily long
finite initial segments y l (w1 ) and y l (w2 ) of a 1-random real number y. From Section 2.2,
remember that, if y is a 1-random real number, then K(y n ) ≥ n − O(1) , where n ∈ N is
arbitrary. From Lemma 9, we have that Guac is encodable given τua (Guac ). Therefore, there
is a program q0 that represents an algorithm running on a prefix universal Turing machine
U that proceeds as follows:
(i) receive hEua (Guac )i∗ as input;

(ii) calculate the value of U hEua (Guac )i∗ and build a sequence (e1 , . . . , en ) of the
composite edges ei ∈ Ec (Guac ), where n = |Ec (Guac )|, in the exact same order
that they appear in hEua (Guac )i = U hEua (Guac )i∗ ;
(iii)build a finite ordered set


V0 := v e0 ∈ (e1 , . . . , en ) , where e0 = hv, ui ∨ e0 = hu, vi ;


(iv) build a finite list A1 , . . . , A p of finite ordered sets


Ai := ai ai is the i-th element of v = a1 , . . . , a p ∈ V0 ,
where p is finite;
(v) for every i with 1 ≤ i ≤ p, make
zi := | Ai | ;
(vi) build a finite ordered set

V0ua






ei ∈ (e1 , . . . , en ) , where
(ei = (v, u) ∧ k i = 1)
:= v
or



(ei = (u, v) ∧ hi = 1)









;
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(vii) build a list
h
from

m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m |V0 |

i

V0 [ j] ∈ V0ua ⇐⇒ m j := 1
V0 [ j ] ∈
/ V0ua ⇐⇒ m j := 0 ;

(viii)return the bit string
D

D
EE
z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z p , m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m |V0 |
.

Therefore, from our construction of Guac and Definition 4, we will have that

K(hτua (Guac )i) ≤ l hEua (Guac )i∗ , q0 ≤ K(hEua (Guac )i) + O(1)

(15)

holds by the minimality of K(·) and by our construction of q0 . Note that
l (w2 ) = |V(Guac )| ,
where

p

×|A (G

uac )[i ]|

= |V(Guac )| ,

(16)

i =1

and any |A (Guac )[i ]| can only assume values in {1, 2}. One can trivially construct: an
algorithm that returns y l (w2 ) given hτua (Guac )i as input; and another algorithm that
returns hτua (Guac )i given y l (w2 ) and y l (w1 ) as inputs. Also note that l (w1 ) = p and
l (w2 ) = |V(Guac )|. This way, we will have that8
K(hτua (Guac )i) ≤ K(y l (w1 ) ) + K(y l (w2 ) ) + O(1) ≤ p + |V(Guac )| + O(log2 ( p))

(17)

and, since y is 1-random,

|V(Guac )| − O(1) ≤ K(y l (w2 ) ) ≤ K(hτua (Guac )i) + O(1) .

(18)

Other property that follows from the fact that y is 1-random and w1 and w2 being arbitrarily
long is that both w1 and w2 are Borel normal [13,34], as in Section 2.2. Therefore, we will
have that


|Euac (Guac )| =
where

p

2( 2

±o( p )

2

)

p
± o 2 ( 2 ±o( p ) )



 2



−

p

2( 2

±o( p )

2

)

p
± o 2 ( 2 ±o( p ) )




,

2

(19)

p

|V(Guac )| = 2( 2 ±o( p))

and

|Vua (Guac )| =

|V(Guac )|
± o(|V(Guac )|) .
2
p

This way, since the exact number of 1’s appearing in w1 is given by 2 ± o( p), there is a
program of size

p 
O log2 ( ) + O(log2 (o( p))) + O(1) ≤ O(log2 ( p))
2
8

In particular, from the Borel normality of w2 and Equation 22 later on, we can further improve Equation 17 to
K(hτua (Guac )i) ≤ |V(Guac )| + O(log2 (log2 (|V(Guac )|))) .
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that returns the integer value |V(Guac )| as output. Hence, since the exact number of 1’s
|V(Guac )|
appearing in w2 is given by
± o(|V(Guac )|) , there is a program of size
2
p

O log2

2 ( 2 ±o( p ) )
2

!!



  p
+ O(log2 ( p)) ≤
+ O log2 o 2( 2 ±o( p))
O( p) + o( p) + O(log2 ( p)) =

(20)

O( p )
that returns the integer value |Euac (Guac )| as output. Consequentially, we will have that

K l x 0 = O( p )
(21)
holds by the fact that l ( x 0 ) = |Euac (Guac )|. Moreover, since p is arbitrarily large and
p
|V(G )| = 2( 2 ±o( p)) , the Borel normality of w also guarantees that
uac

1

Ω( p) = log2 (|V(Guac )|) .

(22)

Now, since Eua (Guac ) and p were arbitrary, we can choose any node-unaligned characteristic
string x 0 such that


K x 0 l x 0 = O(1)
(23)
holds and that there are some composite vertices in Vua (Guac ) that are not connected to
any
vertex in Vua (Guac ).9 Thus, from Equations 15, 18, 21, 22 and since
 other composite

K x 0 l ( x 0 ) = O(1) and p is arbitrarily large, we will have that


K x 0 ≤ K l x 0 + O(1) ≤

≤ O( p ) ≤
≤ O(log2 (|V(Guac )|)) ≤



≤ O log2 K hτua (Guac )i
≤




≤ O log2 K hEua (Guac )i

(24)

holds by the minimality of K(·) and by basic inequalities in AIT regarding unconditional
and conditional prefix algorithmic complexity. Therefore, from Equations 15 and 24 together with basic inequalities in AIT, we will have that




K hτua (Guac )i ≤ K hEua (Guac )i + O(1) ≤

≤ K( x 0 ) + K(hEua (Guac )i | x 0 ) + O(1) ≤


≤ O log2 K(hτua (Guac )i) + K(hEua (Guac )i | x 0 ) .
Finally, the proof of K(hτua (Guac )i) + O(1) ≥ K(hEua (Guac )i | x 0 ) follows directly from
Lemma 10.
As for Theorem 5, the reader is then invited to note that the proof of Theorem 13 also
works for many other forms of companion tuples τua (Guac ). For example, keep w1 and w2

9

A trivial example of x 0 satisfying these requirements is x 0 being a binary sequence starting with 1 and repeating 0’s until the length matches
|Euac (Guac )|, but any other example of x 0 in which the node-unaligned MAG is denser also works, as long as it satisfies those two requirements.
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being long enough finite initial segments of a 1-random real number y and then define
τua (Guac ) such that
A (Guac )[i ] = {1, . . . , ( f 1 ( p) + f 2 ( p))} ⇐⇒ the i-th digit of w is 1
A (Guac )[i ] = {1, . . . , f 1 ( p)} ⇐⇒ the i-th digit of w is 0
mi = 1 ⇐⇒ the i-th digit of w2 is 1
mi = 0 ⇐⇒ the i-th digit of w2 is 0 ,
where f 1 : N → N \ {0} and f 2 : N → Z \ {0} are arbitrary total computable
functions.
For the purpose of comparison, the next immediate question arises from whether
there might be such a worst-case distortions between composite edge set strings and
characteristic strings when the multidimensional space is uniform and the network is nodealigned. As the reader might expect, we show in Lemma 14 below that node-aligned MAGs
with uniform multidimensional spaces are more tightly associated to their characteristic
strings in terms of the algorithmic information and, thus, it cannot display the same
distortions as in Theorems 5 and 13, which grow exponentially with p. In particular, the
distortions in the node-aligned uniform case can only grow up to a logarithmic term of
the order p; and this algorithmic information necessary to compute the value of p can only
grow up to a double logarithmic term of length of the node-aligned characteristic string:
Lemma 14. Let Gc be an arbitrary node-aligned classical MAG with arbitrarily large uniform
multidimensional spaces, where |V(Gc )| ≥ 3 and |A (Gc )[i ]| ≥ 2 for every i ≤ p. Then,

K( x ) ≤ K hE (Gc )i + O(1) ≤ K( x ) + O(log2 ( p)) ≤ K( x ) + O(log2 (log2 (l ( x )))) ,
where x is the respective node-aligned characteristic string and p is the order of Gc .
Proof. Since the multidimensional space is uniform (i.e., when A (Gc )[i ] = A (Gc )[ j] holds
for every i, j ≤ p ), there is a simple algorithm that always compute the integer value
p
|A (Gc )[i ]|, for any i ≤ p, when i=1 |A (Gc )[i ]| and p are given as inputs. In addition, in
this case, hτ (Gc )i can be computably built if |A (Gc )[i ]|, for any i ≤ p, and the value of
p are given as inputs. Moreover, by solving a simple quadratic equation with just one
possible positive integer solution, there also is a simple algorithm that always returns the
p
integer value i=1 |A (Gc )[i ]| when l ( x ) = |Ec (Gc )| is given as input. Note here that, since
|V(Gc )| ≥ 3 > 2, then

×

×

l ( x ) = |Ec (Gc )| =

|V(Gc )|2 − |V(Gc )|
≥ |V(Gc )| ≥ 1 .
2

(25)

From the self-delimiting (or prefix-free) property for K(·), we clearly have that l ( x ) is
always computable given x ∗ as input. We have from Lemmas 2 and 3 that hE (Gc )i can
always be computed if x ∗ and hτ (Gc )i are given as inputs. Thus, by combining all of these
algorithms, we will have that hE (Gc )i can be computed given x ∗ and p as inputs. Hence,
from the minimality of K(·), we will have that

K hE (Gc )i ≤ K( x ) + O(log2 ( p))
holds. Since

(26)

|V(Gc )| = |A (Gc )[1]| p ,

and |A (Gc )[1]| ≥ 2, then from Equation 25 we also have that
p ≤ log2 (|V(Gc )|) ≤ log2 (l ( x )) .
Therefore, from Equation 26,

(27)
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K hE (Gc )i ≤ K( x ) + O(log2 ( p)) ≤ K( x ) + O(log2 (log2 (l ( x ))))

holds. Finally, to prove that K( x ) ≤ K hE (Gc )i + O(1), just note that one can always
computably extract x from hE (Gc )i.
An interesting future research is to investigate whether one can construct an worstcase example of node-aligned multidimensional network with uniform multidimensional
space that actually displays a distortion of the tight order of log2 ( p). In any event, Lemma
14 already demonstrates an upper bound for the worst-case distortion increasing rate with
respect to the value of p (i.e., with the number of extra node dimensions). In particular,
as mentioned before, this upper bound is given by only a logarithmic term of p. On the
other hand, although we saw in Lemma 14 that uniform multidimensional spaces can only
display very small distortions in the node-aligned case, we show below that worst-case
distortions that grow exponentially with p are still possible in the node-unaligned case:
Theorem 15. There are encodable node-unaligned simple MAGs Guac given τua (Guac ) with
|A (Guac )[i ]| ≥ 2 for every i ≤ p and with arbitrarily large uniform multidimensional spaces such
that





K hτua (Guac )i + O(1) ≥ K hEua (Guac )i | x 0 ≥ K hτua (Guac )i − O log2 K(hτua (Guac )i)
with



log2 K hEua (Guac )i = Ω( p)

and



K( x 0 ) = O log2 K hEua (Guac )i
,

where x 0 is the respective node-unaligned characteristic string and p is the order of Guac .
Proof. The underlying idea of this proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 13, but with the
p
fundamental distinction in the set of all composite vertices i=1 |A (Guac )[i ]| = |V(Guac )|,
p
so that now |V(G )| = |A (G )[1]| p holds instead of |V(G )| = 2( 2 ±o( p)) . Let G be

×

uac

uac

uac

uac

any node-unaligned simple MAG such that, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ p, one has that A (Guac )[i ] =
X = {1, . . . , | X |} and, for every 1 ≤ j ≤ |V(Guac )|, one has that
m j = 1 ⇐⇒ the j-th digit of w2 is 1
m j = 0 ⇐⇒ the j-th digit of w2 is 0 ,

where Eua (Guac ) ⊆ Euac (Guac ), X ⊂ N, p ∈ N and w2 , x 0 ∈ {0, 1}∗ are arbitrary. As in
the proof of Theorem 13, let w2 be an arbitrarily long finite initial segment y l (w2 ) of a
1-random real number y. From Lemma 9, we have that Guac is encodable given τua (Guac ).
This way, Equations 15, 18 hold in the same way as in Theorem 13. However, now Equation
22 assumes a distinct and more precise form: since

|V(Guac )| = | X | p = |A (Guac )[1]| p ,
and | X | = |A (Guac )[i ]| ≥ 2, then we will have that
p ≤ p log2 (| X |) = log2 (|V(Guac )|) .

(28)

Note that p < |V(Guac )| and | X | ≤ |V(Guac )|. Additionally, from the Borel normality of w2 ,
we know that
|V(Guac )|
± o(|V(Guac )|) .
|Vua (Guac )| =
2
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Thus, there will be a program of size
O(log2 (| X |)) + O(log2 ( p)) + O log2 o | X | p



+ O(1) ≤
O(log2 (| X |)) + O(log2 ( p)) + O( p log2 (| X |)) ≤
O( p log2 (| X |)) + O(log2 ( p))

(29)

that returns the integer value |Euac (Guac )| as output, where |Euac (Guac )| = l ( x 0 ). This way,
one can choose a node-unaligned characteristic string x 0 such that


K x 0 l x 0 = O(1)

(30)

holds and that there are some composite vertices in |Vua (Guac )| that are not connected to
any other composite vertex in |Vua (Guac )|, where l ( x 0 ) = |Euac (Guac )|. Hereafter, the rest
of the proof follows analogously to the proof of Theorem 13.
The proofs of Corollaries 16 and 17 follows from Theorems 8, 13 and 15 and Lemma 4
in a totally analogous manner as Corollaries 6 and 7 follows from Theorem 1 and 5 and
Lemma 4. Thus, we choose to leave the following proofs up to the reader.
Corollary 16. There are an infinite family F 0 of node-unaligned simple MAGs, which may have
either uniform or non-uniform multidimensional spaces, and an infinite set X 0 of the correspondent
node-unaligned characteristic strings such that, for every constant c ∈ N, there are Guac ∈ F 0 and
x 0 ∈ X 0 , where x 0 is the node-unaligned characteristic string of Guac and


O log2 K hEua (Guac )i
> c + K( x 0 ) .

(31)

Corollary 17. There are an infinite family F10 of node-unaligned simple MAGs, which may have
either uniform or non-uniform multidimensional spaces, and an infinite family F20 of classical
graphs, where every classical graph in F20 is unaligning MAG-graph-isomorphic to at least one
MAG in F10 , such that, for every constant c ∈ N, there are Guac ∈ F10 and a GGuauac ∈ F20 that is
unaligning MAG-graph-isomorphic to Guac , where

D 
E

O log2 K hEua (Guac )i
> c + K E GGuauac
.
Besides showing that node-unaligned multidimensional networks can display an
exponentially larger algorithmic information distortions with respect to its isomorphic
monoplex network, Theorems 13 and 15 together with Corollary 17 show that these
distorted values of algorithmic information content grows at least exponentially with the
order p (i.e., with number of extra node dimensions). In the same way as mentioned at
the end of Section 3.2, future research is also needed for establishing the upper bound for
distorted values of algorithmic information content with respect to p.
Finally, we can combine our results in order to achieve our last theorem, which
summarizes the present article:
Theorem 18.
(I)

There are an infinite family F100 of simple MAGs and an infinite family F200 of classical
graphs, where every classical graph in F200 is MAG-graph-isomorphic to at least one MAG
in F100 , such that:
(a)

if the simple MAGs in F100 are node-aligned and have a non-uniform multidimensional space, then for every constant c ∈ N, there are Gc ∈ F100 and a
GGc ∈ F200 that is (aligning) MAG-graph-isomorphic to Gc , where



O log2 K(hE (Gc )i) > c + K( E GGc ) ,
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and this exponential distortion grows at least linearly with the order p of the
MAG Gc , i.e.,
K(hE (Gc )i) ≥ p − O(1) .

(b)

if the simple MAGs in F100 are node-unaligned and have either non-uniform
or uniform multidimensional space, then for every constant c ∈ N, there are
Guac ∈ F100 and a GGuauac ∈ F200 that is (unaligning) MAG-graph-isomorphic to
Guac , where

D 
E

O log2 K hEua (Guac )i
> c + K E GGuauac
,
and this exponential distortion grows at least exponentially with the order p of
the MAG Guac , i.e.,


log2 K hEua (Guac )i = Ω( p) .

(II)

Let F100 be an arbitrary infinite family of node-aligned classical MAGs with uniform
multidimensional spaces. Let F200 be an arbitrary infinite family of classical graphs such
that every classical graph in F200 is MAG-graph-isomorphic to at least one MAG in F100
and that both these graph and MAG share the same characteristic string. Then, for every
Gc ∈ F100 and GGc ∈ F200 that is (aligning) MAG-graph-isomorphic to Gc , one has that



K( E GGc ) ≤ K hE (Gc )i + O(1) ≤ K( E GGc ) + O(log2 ( p))
and, therefore, any distortion can only grow up to a logarithmic order of p.

Proof. The proof of Theorem 18.(I)(a) follows directly from Theorem 5 and Corollary 7,
which were previously presented in [1]. The proof of Theorem 18.(I)(b) follows directly
from Theorems 13 and 15 together with Corollary 17. The proof of Theorem 18.(II) follows
directly from Lemma
 14 and Lemma 4 by fixing a computable ordering for both the sets
Ec (Gc ) and Ec GGc .
6. Conclusions
This article presented mathematical results on network complexity, irreducible information content, and lossless compressibility analysis of node-aligned or node-unaligned
multidimensional networks. We studied the limitations for algorithmic information theory
(AIT) applied to monoplex networks or graphs to be imported into multidimensional
networks, in particular, in the case the number of extra node dimensions (i.e., aspects) in
these networks is sufficiently large. Our results demonstrate the existence of worst-case
algorithmic information distortions when the algorithmic information content of a multidimensional network is compared with the algorithmic information content of its isomorphic
monoplex network. More specifically, our proofs show that these distortions exist when a
logarithmically compressible network topology of a monoplex network is embedded into a
high-algorithmic-complexity multidimensional space.
Previous results in [1] have shown that node-aligned multidimensional networks with
non-uniform multidimensional spaces can display an exponentially larger algorithmic
complexity than the algorithmic complexity of its isomorphic monoplex network. In
addition, [1] shows that these distorted values of algorithmic information content grow at
least linearly with number of extra node dimensions.
When dealing with either uniform or non-uniform multidimensional spaces, we show
in this article that node-unaligned multidimensional networks can also display exponential
algorithmic information distortions with respect to the algorithmic information content of
their respective isomorphic monoplex networks. Unlike the case studied in [1], these worst-
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case distortions in the node-unaligned case are shown to grow at least exponentially with
the number of extra node dimensions. Thus, the node-unaligned case is more impactful
than the previous node-aligned one precisely because exponential distortions may take
place even with uniform multidimensional spaces. Furthermore, the distortions may grow
much faster as the number of extra node dimensions increases.
On the other hand, we demonstrated that node-aligned multidimensional networks
with uniform multidimensional spaces are limited to only display algorithmic information
distortions that grow up to a logarithmic order of the number of extra node dimensions.
As one might expect, the node alignment in conjunction with the uniformity of the multidimensional space guarantee that, in any event, the algorithmic information content of
the multidimensional network and the algorithmic information content of its isomorphic
monoplex network are tightly associated, except maybe for a logarithmic factor of the
number of extra node dimensions.
The results in this article show that evaluations of the algorithmic information content
of networks may be extremely sensitive to whether or not one is taking into account not
only the total number of node dimensions, but also the respective sizes of each node
dimension, and the ordering that they appear in the mathematical representation. Due
to the need for additional irreducible information in order to compute the shape of the
high-algorithmic-complexity multidimensional space, the present article shows that isomorphisms between finite multidimensional networks and finite monoplex networks do
not preserve algorithmic information in general, so that the irreducible information content
of a multidimensional network may be highly dependent on the choice of its encoded
isomorphic copy. In order to avoid distortions in the general case when studying network
complexity or lossless compression of multidimensional networks, it also highlights the
importance of embedding the information necessary to determine the multidimensional
space itself into the encoding of the multidimensional network. To such an end, network
representation methods that take into account the algorithmic complexity of the data structure itself (unlike adjacency matrices, tensors, or characteristic strings) are required for
importing algorithmic-information-based methods into the multidimensional case. In this
way, given the relevance of algorithmic information theory in the challenge of causality
discovery in network modeling, network summarization, network entropy, and compressibility analysis of networks, we believe this paper makes a fundamental contribution to
the study of the complexity of multidimensional networks that have a large number of
node dimensions, which in turn also imposes a need for being accompanied by more
sophisticated algorithmic complexity approximating methods than those for monoplex
networks or graphs.
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